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Location: Dol pri Ljubljani
University: Ljubljana
Mentor: prof. Gabrijelčič,Mojca Gregorski

Location of the project is located in the center of Dol 
pri Ljubljani. Videm and Dol are now in line with 
urbanization of suburb, conjoined to Zasavska road, 
which was built on the route of the former railway line 
between Šentvid and Laze. 

Today it represents the main regional transport route 
towards Litija. Within populated areas, there is many 
green areas, which remained an integral part of the 
di�erent sets of objects and are unrelated and 
random. 

A large part of the land in the municipal centers is 
intendet for transport infrastructure parking and thus 
discriminates against other users of space and 
depriving them of smooth movement.

The basic problem of the center is, that it is very 
disoriented. I decided for demolition of agricultural 
cooperatives and smaller shops.
The main idea is that with its �ne structure rural with 
hybrid connections passes in urban, we clean space 
for pedestrian. Parking areas are to be moved in a 
basement garage, the space in between is rearranged 
in the market, which is intertwined with Presbytery 
area. 

The programming facility constitutes a social cultural 
center of the place where the ground �oor of the 
collision surface located shop marketplace, INFO and 
a cafe on the �rst �oor library of Jurija Vega, on the 
south side is hybridly connected to the hostel and 
restaurant. Market vertical ends with a link to the 
whole social cultural program with a multipurpose 
hall at the same time it passes on the street with the 
post o�ce.
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Raze of a two existing central 
facilities:agricultural cooperative 
and shop with bar.

Trace the pattern of tiny  
building development building 
development and expansion of 
the bottom of the market at the 
factory.

Formation of two powerful 
networking platforms in the 
form of the letter L, wherein the 
�rst dedicated cultural creation, 
and the other as the comunity 
zone. Both zones are 
interconnected through a 
central local market.
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Location: Vargas Beach
University: Las Palmas
Mentor: Juan Manuel Palerm Salazar Dr. Prof. 
Architecture, Alejandro Escamilla
Team:  Neszka Hal, Jelena Solarov, Lukáš Makovička

The project is part of the architectural workshop in 
the Canary Islands. Vargas is a stone beach on the 
island of Gran Canaria, where pople are going wind 
and kite-surfering.

The idea for the project evolved from a local plant 
structures we found when visiting the beach. For 
security reasons, we designed the north side of the 
pier for wind-surfers and the southern part for 
kite-sur�ng.Intermediate area is full of small natural 
salted tidal �lled with seawater. 

This area follows, with its landscape design, its 
organic structure.

LANDSCAPE VARGAS BEACH
VARGAS WORKSHOP
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SHELTER IN EXTREME ENVIROMENT
OFIS WORKSHOP
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Location: Rombon, Julian Alps; University: Ljubljana;  Mentors: Špela Videčnik, Rok Oman, Tadej Glažar; Team: Pia Berčič ;   Fan is a type of bivouac, which can with its own shape, folding and modularity,  adapt to any terrain, regardless of its slope. The concept 
is based on sphere divided into segments of 30°. The main structural element of the lightweight aluminum frames, which in principal fan fold, thus allowing air transport by helicopter unit in one piece. Due to modularity, the segments can be previously added 
or removed, depending on the requirements of the location.  The main horizontal platform could be �xed to any one of it. The central part of the main platform is opened, thereby establishing a passage between the upper and lower units. Crossing is made 
easier with the addition of crosses in their own "wall" plates are also mounted folding shelves, one above and one below the main platform to serve as an additional bed for two persons.



Location: Kadikoy waterfront, Istanbul
University: Ljubljana
Mentor: Mojca Gregorski and Robert Potokar

Kadikoy is a cosmopolitan area on the northern 
shores of the Marmara Sea on the Asian side of 
Istanbul, where have over the past decade been 
produced creative industries through the 
immigration of young intellectuals and artists.
Despite its large cultural capacities, research through 
public participation has shown that in its gulf, there 
are growing needs for new arts-dedicated spaces
through the expansion of coastal green areas is in the 
bay. The goal was to improve the signi�cant cultural 
character of the Kadikoy waterfront, by using modern 
architectural principles and �nding a harmonious 
relationship between the natural and the built 
environment through the width of the green spaces.

The thesis focuses on creating an artistic spatial 
atmosphere in connection with nature, by exploiting 
the accessibility of life through the view of the 
Marmara Sea in the historic peninsula and by an 
architectural language that linguistically relates to the 
element of water. Center for Contemporary Art 
Kadikoy Sanat does include programs for the visual 
arts (museum, gallery), performing arts (auditorium), 
lobby with multipurpose space, conference room, art 
library, administrative and service areas.

In Kadikoy Bay, two spatial points create a gateway 
that expresses the visual passage from sea to land. A 
square is a grateful form that, through an abstract 
interpretation of traditional Ottoman architecture, 
connects the fragmented surroundings, and at the 
same time has enough monumental character to 
re�ect the skyline of the Haydarpasa Railway Station, 
across the bay. From the cube through the subtractive 
architecture is established a square in a square, a park 
in a park, a space in a space, as a multifunctional art 
complex, whichthrough the orientation of the public 
space expands the width of the urban pulse in 
creating emotional contact with the water edge.

MUSEUM OF ART KADIKOY SANAT
MASTER THESIS PROJECT

IDEA OF PARK
- a green oasis on the edge

 of the peninsula
- mirrors the Topkapi placement

GABARIT
- placement of new volume in the park

- volume ratio to
Haydarpasa Railway Stations
on the other side of the bay

OPENING THE VIEWS
1. Haydarpasa and the Gulf

2. The historic peninsula
3. The Marmara Sea

PATIO GARDEN
- volume withdrawal

- space is created in space

KADIKOY BAY: safe harbor, oasis of peace
Haydarpasa: landmark, calm, re�ective water

<- Historical peninsula,
      seductive power of panoramic view

<- Prince's Islands, view towards a point in the distance

POGLED IZ DVORANE PROTI MORJU
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KADIKOY BAY
Haydarpasa (old) + Kadikoy Sanat (new)
- Two points create the door
- marked movement through space
- announce the transition from one area (sea) to another (land)

HAYDARPASA
- acts as an outline
- height limit

KADIKOY SANAT
- �uidity of space
- visual connection
- �ood withdrawal

INTROVERTED
- gallery
- museum

EXTROVERTED
- the library
- emotional contact with the    
water's edge

ATMOSPHERE OF SPACE

SQUARE = grateful form

connection to a fragmented 
environment, monumental enough,
to re�ect Haydarpasa

CONCEPTCONTEXT



PLAN OF BASEMENT PLAN OF GROUND FLOOR PLAN OF FIRST FLOOR PLAN OF SECOND FLOOR

WEST FACADE SOUTH FACADE SECTION BB SECTION AA

PROGRAM
1 kavarna
2 foyer
3 dvorana
4 knjižnica umetnosti
5 galerija
6 muzej
7 administracija
8 parkirna hiša
A1 veliki atrij z drevesom
A2 mali atrij z vodo
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Location: Istanbul
University: Yildiz Tehnical University
Mentor: Birgul Colakoglu, Ph.D MIT; 

In coastal part of the neighborhood Yeldeğirmeni is 
currently the main bus station, instead of what we 
have created an urban complex that consists of three 
parts: a multi-purpose pavilion, which is aimed at 

exhibitions, workshops, festivals. 

On the other side lies the cafeteria, where visitors can 
enjoy refreshments, on the intermediate area there is 
formed a smaller square or yard intended for evening 
concerts, cinema under the stars, open exhibition 
space, ...

M
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Location: Fiesa, Piran
University: Maribor, PIDA
Mentor: Robert Potokar,  Tanja Simonič Korošak
Team: Jernej Mastnak, Uroš Pokeržnik, Rok Šinko

The coast path from Piran to Fiesa is designed as 
apath which invites you to the new space and 
createsnew urban connection with nature using 
extended platforms. 

We created the system of the paths with di�erent 
possibilities and experiences of movement by 
introducing basic architectural elements. 

These allow a variety of experiences such as walking 
along thewall, following the connections in the 
ground texture, getting refreshed and relaxing in the 
shadow underthe roof. 

The complex functions of the area allow fordi�erent 
uses throughout the year.

THE PATH AND THE PLATFORMS
PIRAN DAYS OF ARCHITECTURE
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Location: Ljubljana
University: Ljubljana
Mentor: Aleš Vodopivec

Storey atrium house >> from dusk till dawn << has 
dimensions of 14x14 meters, which should be the 
relationship between the inner and outer surfaces 
roughly half inde�nite real location. 

People from third millennium spend less time at 
home because of hobbies, social events, and the 
extension of working hours so they often use it as a 
shelter from the outside world, and a free relaxation - 
to feel at home. 

So I concentrate thematic part of the day between 
noon and morning, and it allows experience the night 
sky and the sunrises and sunsets with connecting 
rooms according to the movement of the sun and 
stars. 

I have divided the house into three legs (work, rest 
and sleep) formed in the letter Y, which interconnect 
the atrium, all of which combines water (the pool).

THE HOUSE FROM DUSK TILL DAWN
STUDIO PROJECT 1



Location: Strojna na Korošken
University: Ljubljana
Mentor: Maruša Zorec
Team: Igor Hovnik

While cycling or walking around Strojna na Koroškem, 
passing past farms, from the shady forest to the open 
meadows with a beautiful views. 

On the neighbor's lawn you see a point in the 
distance, which takes you between secret trunks of 
trees to a point of relaxation, where you have a rest 
stop. 

Concetrated structure of logs that leads to a covered 
passage, the sequence of narrow views and at the 
same time they retain focus on, in the end, this leads 
to bright light framed view of the surrounding hills of 
Strojna. 

Because of curiosity of the view you climb the stairs to 
the viewing platform, which will give you a panorama 
of Koroška province. 

For a little more daring there is availablity of climbing 
the ladder to the tower, which takes your sight over 
the horizon target Peca, Uršlja mountain and in very 
clear weather even the Triglav, highest mountain in 
Slovenia.

LOOKOUT TOWER ON KOROŠKA
MARUŠA ZOREC WORKSHOP

Path

Idea of curve path
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Thank you for your attention
martina.vrankar@bestljubljana.si

+386 70 244 611
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